
Mrs. Peggy Robohn 
	 4/6-90 

45 Lawson irive 
Madison, CT 0e443 

De-r Peggy, 

Sorry it has taken me so long to get around to your 3/23 and that I can't give 
you a full response now. eomething kept me busy until yesterday and yesterday I fell 
and while there are no indications of any serious damage to the foot of the leg with 
poorer circulation, I'm to baby it for a day or two and thus can't stand in iron/of the 
file cabinets in the basement to give you an estimate of the amount of records in the 
George file of which you have some page:41105-632. I made them disclose that to no in 
a FUIA suit so supposedly 1  have the whole thing. I'm writing this when - have a few 
minutes and I'll add the rest when I can. 

I have no ineormation on Clemard Charles or Herman lamsey, but Kinsey was of 
interest Ulm to me when a publisher asked me to read a proposal on what eventuated as 
High eLcDonald's fraudulent Appointment inBallas.he had a lady friend who was a friend 
of ours but I learned nothing of any significance- from her. she's in a home now, older 

■ than we. Far right ladi. 

It is not becessary to pay me in advance for the copying. I'll get it done in 
ftederick and mail it to you. 

From your letter I take it that some of the 10e-632 file was disclosed to the 
Commission, although I have no independent recollection of that. This is because the 
file itself had not been disclosed until I got it in the suit, over some resistance. 

They even omitted it from the search slips when they mace the search in that case. 

Whatever other interestes there may be in 'corm, 1 was and remain convinced he 
is not of aey real significance in the assassination and thus I had no special interest 
in him. 

ell the theories about him and the assassination o: which I know are fairy tales 

e've looked at your letter again and it certainly will cost much less to pay for 
copying the file than coming for it, so when I'm able instead of trying to give you an 
WI estimate of it, I'll tact: the file, get it couied and send it. I'll enclose the bill 
for the copying and you can add whever the postage on the package is. 

Ae sou probably know, the Juechman Oltmans had George in tow for a while. Bud 
may have some of that if it intereet you. 'eeorge flipped out "overseas and fled back 

here. 

aside from this file, I'm sure I have nothing on Aim you diun't get from Mel. 
So I don't think it would be worthwhile to copy that file. -t 	part of what I call 
"subject" files, where in going over records I got under POI& I made duplicates of 
what I thought would interest me or could interest others. e keep the disclosed files as 
I get them. 

best wishes, 

Harold Weisberg 

•,* 



45 Lawson Drive 
Madison, CT 06443 
(203) 245-4448 
March 23, 1990 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Harold, 

Thank you so much for your letter of February 22. 

The DeMohrenschild FBI files that I copied at AARC were all compiled in 1964. 
Although a number of the files have information from interviews in the 1940s, 
they are "1964 retrospectives" which incorporate pieces of the interviews/data 
from earlier files, but the investigative dates on the reports, themselves, are 
all 1964. 

The other day, when I was mapping out when I might be able to afford the time & 
the $$ to come down, including the rental of a car, it dawned on me that the 
cost that I would incur for the round-trip AMTRAK fare, meals, auto rental, 
etc_ would probably come out to about what it would cost for a copy of your 
entire DeMohrenschildt file....& then I would have to incur the further expense 
of the copying. Thus, I wondered if your original offer, in your letter of 
February 10th, is still available?....to have the entire file copied, in 
Frederick, without my coming down. If this is OK with you, please let me know 
whether you want a check (deposit) "up front" or the full payment for copying & 
_postage after the records are duplicated. 

I am enclosing a list, that I scribbled, of the files that I currently have for 
both George (G) and Jeanne (J)...a total of about 1 1/2 inches. 

I do hope that I get to meet you some time....though I feel that I "know" you 
from your interviews in various JFK & MLK films....your letters & our phone 
conversation. 

Best wishes, 

g' 1 

 Adler Robohm 
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